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…Well…I know you’re probably feeling a bit bummed about the way things are going--

Oh! You mean, like, how our Peter Parker brought his sister Teresa and J. Jonah Jameson to an alternate past to learn 
how to defeat the alien A.I. collective that wants to destroy humanity, and “inspired” a young version of himself to 
STOP BEING SPIDER-MAN? And now Harry Osborn is PRESIDENT?!

Hey, Harry’s a good guy! Did you read AMAZING SPIDER--

He’s a puppet and his father is pulling the strings. His father who super-hates his Peter and our Spider-Man because, 
if you’ll recall, our guy used all his “experience” to defeat and humiliate the younger, greener versions of his villains. 

Ha! “Greener”--that’s a pretty good--

IT WAS UNINTENTIONAL.

Look, Gwen and Pete are married--that’s cool, right? She’s sort of disappointed in him, but… Ironheart, Captain 
America, and Doctor Strange helped our heroes break Doctor Doom out of jail so they could get back to their timeline 
and escape this crummy one?

Do you even hear yourself? If this timeline doesn’t have a Spider-Man, doesn’t ours have some responsibility to--

AAAAAAHHHH!!!

WHOA! WHAT?!

“Responsibility” is our word of the day!
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NO MORE – PART TWO



…mr. 
parker?

have 
you…have 
you been 
here all 

night?

tessa…
I just…

had a lot 
of things 
to think 
about…

m-mr. 
parker, 
I don’t 
know 
what--

I…I did that 
once before, 

you know. just 
let…let someone 
go, who I knew 

should be 
stopped…

…I’ll 
text your 

driver--
ah!

no 
more 

secrets, 
tessa. it’s 

over…

…you 
being 

one of 
them…

you’re 
clearly…you 
need some 

sleep…

I knew…I knew 
you were an osborn 

mole…feeding him what 
I’ve been up to, if I’ve 

been a good boy…
and I just…

…just let 
you walk out 

yesterday. after 
everything you saw. 

endangering 
gwen…



…yes.

 doom. you 
were detained 

 by osborn, 
illegally.

but that doesn’t 
mean you deserve to be free. 

we’ll discuss your role in 
the resistance after you help 

restart your time machine.

agreed, captain. 
making osborn pay 

is paramount.

I’ll--
excuse 

me, young 
lady--

--ironheart. 
I was just…
removing 

the prison’s 
face mask…

…but doom prefers 
the mask…

jonah, 
I believe 

we’re 
here.

yeah…

I’ve put all 
the security 
monitors on 

a loop.

there 
are…two…no, 

three security 
guards on the 

premises…

I’m going to go with 
safe until proven 
dangerous by my 

spidey-sense.

if we are to be 
discovered here, 

so be it.

doom 
would have 
words with 

osborn.

sure thing, 
dr. no-armor. 

but first things 
first…

…I 
figured.

I don’t 
like 

this. it 
seems too 

easy… OSCORP 
INDUSTRIES

OSCORP 
INDUSTRIES

OSCORP 
INDUSTRIES

uh, teresa, 
after the last 

couple of weeks, 
I’ll gladly 
take easy.

I 
understand…

you went 
to the past, 

aided by myself, 
but it was to 
a different 

timeline.
you 

radically 
interfered, 

and when you 
came back to 
the present…

…it was 
to this abysmal 

world where one 
such as doom 

is unjustly 
imprisoned.

and now 
you need doom’s 
aid to go back to 

your timeline. 
to your 
present.

is that 
all?

so, if 
I may…

“…it’s all over…”



…yes.

 doom. you 
were detained 

 by osborn, 
illegally.

but that doesn’t 
mean you deserve to be free. 

we’ll discuss your role in 
the resistance after you help 

restart your time machine.

agreed, captain. 
making osborn pay 

is paramount.

I’ll--
excuse 

me, young 
lady--

--ironheart. 
I was just…
removing 

the prison’s 
face mask…

…but doom prefers 
the mask…

jonah, 
I believe 

we’re 
here.

yeah…

I’ve put all 
the security 
monitors on 

a loop.

there 
are…two…no, 

three security 
guards on the 

premises…

I’m going to go with 
safe until proven 
dangerous by my 

spidey-sense.

if we are to be 
discovered here, 

so be it.

doom 
would have 
words with 

osborn.

sure thing, 
dr. no-armor. 

but first things 
first…

…I 
figured.

I don’t 
like 

this. it 
seems too 

easy… OSCORP 
INDUSTRIES

OSCORP 
INDUSTRIES

OSCORP 
INDUSTRIES

uh, teresa, 
after the last 

couple of weeks, 
I’ll gladly 
take easy.

I 
understand…

you went 
to the past, 

aided by myself, 
but it was to 
a different 

timeline.
you 

radically 
interfered, 

and when you 
came back to 
the present…

…it was 
to this abysmal 

world where one 
such as doom 

is unjustly 
imprisoned.

and now 
you need doom’s 
aid to go back to 

your timeline. 
to your 
present.

is that 
all?

so, if 
I may…

“…it’s all over…”



…please 
please get 
us home. 

pretty 
please…

doom 
does not 
forget a 
kindness, 

spider-man. 
the debt of 
my freedom 

will be 
repaid…

…in due 
time.

was 
that…a 

joke? this 
timeline is 

weird, 
man…

hey, 
jonah, you 

okay?

hmm? 
yeah, I’m 
fine. still 

just… it’s 
unsettling…
finding out 

you were on 
the wrong 

side of 
history…

I'm rarely 
wrong, so I don't 

usually have regrets, 
but this is…this place 

proves I have 
a big one… regrets 

can be 
powerful…



…if you 
dwell on 

them, they can 
be powerfully 
destructive. 

but if you 
learn from 

them…

the same way 
peter thought helping 

his young self 
was right. 

I…you’re 
right. he 

needs me. I 
can’t change 

the past…

and now 
that you know 

about peter 
there…

whether 
you’re in the past or 
the present, you’re 
always affecting 

the future.

“…you can 
change the 

world.

“you did what 
you thought 

was right, 
and you 

were wrong.”

“all you can do 
is make the best 
choices you can 
based on what 

you know.”

“…you can 
act on that 
knowledge.”

“…but if 
I work 

with him, 
guide him…


